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mitted from the founder through unbroken chains of salnts5
by means of the ward (pronounced ouard), or initiation,
and made effective by the discipline of the zikr, or calling
upon the name of God, according to various formulas. The
followers of the ways, or dervishes/ as they are called in
Turkey, have the same aim as have the 'ulama, or doctors
of the law, to know the will of God, but while the latter ex-
pound this will as revealed exclusively in a book, the former
strive to find it also in their own hearts when these shall have
been purged and purified. It is customary for Western
writers to emphasize an antagonism between the two classes.
In the nature of things this is bound to exist, but I have not
found in Syria and Palestine traces of that bitter enmity
which appears, for example, in North Africa and India.
The Syrian 'ulama may themselves lie dervishes. A recent
candidate for the office of mufti in .Beyroi.it, or legal and
religious adviser, is the chief local sheikh of the dervish
order of the Shaziltyeh, whose doctrines are supposed to
verge on pantheism. As far as the ordinary Moslems are
concerned, these orders or ways exert a far more vital in-
fluence than does the body of 'ulama. "Notwithstanding
this hierarchical organization," say Depont arid Coppolani,
our great authorities on the orders, " the real force of the
Mohammedan world lies in a power apart, a mysterious
sphere, deriving its almost incredible prestige from an
authority whose might differs from that of the 'ulama,
since, in the eyes of the believers, it emanates from Divinity
itself." 2
The dervish orders thus trace their origin to the earliest
days of Islam. Soon after the Hcgint, or flight to Medinah,
there were founded by Abu IJekr and *Ali, respectively,
two fraternities, whose members were bound together by
vows to hold all things in common and to perform certain
religious exercises. A Syrian dervish sheikh explained to
me that a community of goods was a practical necessity
1 Tho word dervish is derived from a Persian word signifying a men-
dicant Keeking doors.
a"Les Confrtfries ReligieiiHCB Mumil manes, par Octave Depont et
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